SUBMISSION OF INVENTORY OF LEARNING RESOURCES

To: Schools Division Superintendents

1. In view of the Memorandum-BLR-2022-08-1346 from Atty. Ariz Delson Acay D. Cawilan, Director IV of Bureau of Learning Resources, the Schools Division Offices through Learning Resource Management Section and Supply Unit are requested to accomplish the google sheet for Learning Resource Inventory Report through the link https://tinyurl.com/R4 AinventoryLR2022 on or before September 15, 2022.

2. The SDO Supply Officers and LR Supervisors are advice to work collaboratively and ensure that submission of Learning Resource Inventory Report for centrally-procured learning resources is duly accomplished.

3. The objective of this report is to gather the latest inventory to be used for LR plans in replenishing the lacking, lost and damaged LRs.

4. For questions and clarifications, you may contact ROMYR L. LAZO, Education Program Supervisor - LRMS at 09196655070 or via DepEd email account, romyr.lazo@deped.gov.ph

5. Immediate dissemination of this Memorandum to all concerned is desired.
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